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How to make origami box with dollar bill

This Money Gift Box is by Clay Randall and used to be found on this website: But this site is no longer active and we have captured the image and reproduceit it here. Please contact us if you are the rightful owner of this chart and want it removed. Otherwise, thank you for sharing your talent. This box made of two bills. The invoices/box may be the gift itself,
but it's also just about the right size for a ring box. (Maybe a dollar-bill ring?) Get two pretty new and clear banknotes. Older sggier bills are much harder to work with. For this design to work, the folds should be very precise and perpendicular to the edges of the invoice, if the result must be rectangular. Put the bill on a flat surface, face up. Fold the bill in thirds
by length, after showing. Gently unwrap these folds, you'll reuse them later. I will refer to these as the third folds. Fold the top-down note just to the right of the portrait, then unfold. Repeat only to the left of the portrait. I'll refer to these as portrait folds. Note that the third folds are opposed (they are perpendicular to) fold the portrait. Starting from the upper left
corner (as illustrated), close the top three times at about 90 degrees. Raise the right edge of the bill to the right portrait right fold up while holding the top third fold instead, allowing the third fold to completely close to the right of this corner. Inside this corner will be a remaining portion that you will crease along the natural line of 45 degrees to complete the
corner. Complete the previous step for the other three corners. Now you'll have two tabs pasting on the left and right side. For each tab, pull it inside the box, folding so that the natural edge of the box is gently pulled over the fold. (Look carefully at the bottom left of the image.) Do this equally for both tabs. For the other two parts, fold evenly over the edge of
the bill. Now you should have an open box. If you make another piece just like the first, but slightly larger, you would have a cap similar to the one found on most shoe boxes. To adjust the instructions above, you would fold, so that the inner rectangle (delimited by the third and portrait folds) is slightly larger. I don't like the way it looks, so I close the box
another way after it's illustrated below. Try both - choose which one you prefer. Fold the second length bill, so the width matches the widest part of the open box that you just made. I will refer to this bill as the cover, and the previous piece made that the box open in the next steps. You need two folds after it turned out to be able to the last step (see below).
For the overall look, it is nice if they are almost symmetrical after showing. These will be called width folds. Holding one end of the lid at the bottom of the open box, find the point that matches the corner of the open box and fold at that point. After folding, open times at 90 degrees, degrees, cover again in place, and find the point for the next corner of the
open box as the lid wraps around. Repeat this process until the lid wraps over itself (four folds). These will be called pack folds. There is now a very long part of the cover. Fold back the long side, so that's just a little shorter than the first part. I'll call this cap the end of the times. In this illustration, the fold of the final cover is at the left edge of the image. I also
(slightly) completely opened the cover, refold the final cover folds, folds, then folds pack in that order. (This deployment/refolding is optional, but it makes the cover look nicer.) In both cases, the final cover folds the rest of the long side inside the folds pack. Fold the folds by holding the long side instead of folds it at the correct points. Gently open the width
folds at the open end and insert the last part under the width folds. (Normally I do this with the box already open inside, but for clarity, the image shows this without the box open. Drag the open box inside the lid before closing the lid tightly or close the lid with the box already open inside. Anyway, you're done. Of course, if the gift box is for something special, a
little ribbon adds a nice touch. (I used the ordinary curling ribbon, cut into thirds lengthwise for this image. This site is not available in your country dollar origami bill is fun, simple &amp; cute. All you need is a dollar bill and some folding origami skills. Spend your reserve dollar on some creativity... and you'll end up with a cute origami figurine. Watch this
origami money tutorial to learn to fold a box with a dollar bill. Want to master Microsoft Excel and take your work perspectives from home to the next level? Start your career with our Premium A-to-Z Microsoft Excel training package from the new Hacks Shop Gadget and get lifetime access to more than 40 hours of advanced basic training on features,
formulas, tools, and more. Buy now (97% discount) &gt;Other deals worth checking out: Want to hone your origami folding skills, but don't want to go through monetary issues by buying (sometimes expensive) origami paper? Then don't worry; Simply watch this origami easy tutorial to learn to fold a basic cube using a single dollar bill (which we hope you
have at least one of). Want to master Microsoft Excel and take your work perspectives from home to the next level? Start your career with our Premium A-to-Z Microsoft Excel training package from the new Hacks Shop Gadget and get lifetime access to more than 40 hours of training based on functions, formulas, tools and more. Buy now (97% discount)
&gt;Other deals worth checking out: This Money Box with handle is a classic design. It can be made with a rectangle of different sizes to give a handle of different sizes. With a dollar bill, the handle can be large (left), folded in half to give a medium sized handle turned into a triangle (right), rolled into a scroll, folded, or can be folded down completely, so there
is no handle. Handle.
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